Improving the recognition and diagnosis of opioid-induced constipation in clinical practice.
Opioid-induced constipation is a common side effect of opioid therapy that has been under-recognized and undertreated. With the continued increase in opioid use in the United States, along with the growth of the elderly population, more patients will develop OIC, and family physicians will encounter more patients with OIC. OIC negatively affects patient QOL, daily activity, work productivity, and psychological well-being. If not treated effectively, OIC may result in patients attempting to balance their pain relief against their constipation, by self-adjusting their opioid dose. OIC results from opioid actions at enteric opioid receptors. Although commonly prescribed for OIC, laxatives do not target the pathophysiologic mechanism of OIC and have limited efficacy. Specific, effective treatments for OIC, consisting of a subcutaneously administered PAMORA, an oral PAMORA, and an oral chloride channel activator, have been developed and have received US Food and Drug Administration approval. After recognizing the signs and symptoms of OIC to facilitate diagnosis, family physicians can initiate effective treatments in appropriate patients.